FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Please note that this document will be up-dated regularly. If your question is not answered here, please contact the CHANSE coordination office at chanse@ncn.gov.pl. For questions about national/regional eligibility issues, please contact the national contact persons listed at the end of the Call announcement.

Last update: 5.03.2021

1. What is the main objective of CHANSE Programme?

CHANSE (Collaboration of Humanities and Social Sciences in Europe) is a programme supporting research in the area of Humanities and Social Sciences implemented by 27 research funding organisations from 24 European countries and coordinated by the NCN. The main goal of the CHANSE programme is to announce a Call for international research projects: Transformations: Social and Cultural Dynamics in the Digital Age. CHANSE aims to finance high-quality transnational research projects and inspire collaboration between researchers and various stakeholder groups, such as: NGOs, cultural institutions, legislators, policy makers, schools, etc.

The CHANSE programme has been co-created by the HERA (Humanities in the European Research Area) and NORFACE (New Opportunities for Research Funding Agency Cooperation in Europe) networks supporting research in the field of Humanities and Social Sciences, respectively.

2. Which countries are participating in the CHANSE Call?

Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.

3. Not all of the European countries are in the list of possible participants, why?

Funding organisations in all EU member states had been invited to join the preparation and funding of the CHANSE call. In order to participate they need to contribute their share into the CHANSE Call budget for the funding of transnational collaborative research projects. Funding organisations in the countries listed above did formally make that financial commitment. Other countries were unable to make such a commitment. This was mostly due to financial reasons (no funding available) or legal reasons, thus preventing them from participating in this Call.

4. Does the UK’s exit from the European Union affect its participation in the call?

No. The participation of the UK in this CHANSE Call is not affected by the UK’s exit from the European Union. A portion of this Call’s funding comes from EU top-up funding, however UK researchers can continue to receive EU grant funding for the lifetime of individual projects. More information can be found at: Working on EU-funded projects – UKRI. Researchers from the UK can participate in CHANSE projects as Principal Investigators and Project Leaders.
5. Can a partner from a country/region that is not represented by a funding organisation in this Call participate in a consortium?

Researchers from countries or regions not participating in this CHANSE Call and stakeholders not performing research are invited to participate in the projects as Cooperation Partners (CP). Cooperation Partners cannot apply for funding directly from the CHANSE programme. Some CHANSE participating countries allow costs to be claimed for nonCHANSE country participants depending on National/Regional Eligibility Requirements. The applicants invited to submit a Full Proposal will be asked to demonstrate the (re)sources from which the participation of the CP will be funded. Contributions by the CP can be either in cash or in kind.

6. How many national partners (Principal Investigators) should participate in a project? Will projects with a high number of partners be given preference?

Each project requires at least four national research teams, each coordinated by a Principal Investigator (PI), from minimum four different countries (see questions 2). This is later referred to as “4-4 rule”. The eligibility of national teams is subject to National/Regional Eligibility Requirements. The composition of a project team should be determined by the research question and project design. There is no optimum number of PIs, and applicants should not add partners for the sake of it. All PIs should have a significant role in the research. The added value resulting from transnational cooperation must be addressed in the proposal and will be assessed. Please keep in mind that CHANSE aims at promoting diversity in research. Applying consortia are therefore strongly encouraged to take into account the following aspects in the composition of their research teams:

- Gender diversity;
- Academic age balance;
- Geographical balance.

For more information please check the Call announcement.

7. What is the role of the Project Leader (PL)?

The PL should be a researcher that is primarily responsible for carrying out and managing the project. The PL will be the main contact point for CHANSE on behalf of all the applicants for scientific, knowledge exchange and communication matters. The responsibilities of a PL for the administrative and financial management of a funded project may differ per country or funding organisations. In addition, the PL is responsible for leading the project activities at their own institution. The PL must be based at an institution eligible to the funding of a Funding Organisation participating in this Call. The role of PL is not limited to researchers at any specific career stage, though national or regional eligibility requirements may apply.

8. What is the role of a Principal Investigator (PI)?

A PI is responsible for leading the project activities at their own institution. They will be responsible for the administrative and financial management in case a project is funded, which may differ by country or Funding Organisation. The role of PI is not limited to researchers at any specific career stage, though national or regional eligibility rules may apply. Each PI should be based at an institution eligible for
funding by a participating Funding Organisation. There may be more than one PI from one country\textsuperscript{1}, but there can only be one PI per university or research institution. Each national team led by the PI can also include other team members, e.g. pre-doctoral, post-doc or senior researchers, technicians, etc.

9. Which are the research topics that my project idea must fit within?

The CHANSE Call theme \textit{Transformations: Social and Cultural Dynamics in the Digital Age} focuses on two topics:

- Topic 1: Cultural Transformations in the Digital Age;
- Topic 2: Digitalisation and Social Transformation.

In the Outline Proposal Form, applicants are asked to choose the topic(s) of their proposals. They can prepare applications which fall within topic 1, topic 2 or both topics. In case of a large number of applications, the evaluation will be conducted by three groups of experts, one per each topic and one for projects covering both topics. Applicants’ selection will determine which group will evaluate their Outline Proposal. The detailed description of the CHANSE Call theme is included in the \textit{Call announcement} which can be downloaded on the CHANSE website: link to the \textit{Call announcement}. Please note that relevance to the call theme is one of the CHANSE call criteria (see also question 21).

10. Are CHANSE proposals similar to EU Horizon 2020 applications?

No, the CHANSE programme is a different programme: it is designed by the CHANSE Funding Organisations and has its own application procedure. However, the CHANSE Call theme corresponds to one of the Horizon 2020 thematic priorities and the programme is co-funded by the European Commission.

11. Can non-academic partners be part of a Project?

CHANSE Call encourages that non-academic partners, e.g. creative industries, museums and other heritage institutions, policy makers, government agencies, NGOs concerned with policy issues, and the like, can participate in Collaborative Research Projects (CRPs) as Cooperation Partners (CPs). Their role in the project is to provide significant added value and valuable insights to the CRP from the user’s perspective and help the projects explore the knowledge exchange potential of the proposed research. Please consult your National/Regional Eligibility Requirements to check if funding for non-academic Cooperation Partner can be provided by your national/regional Funding Organisation. We believe that knowledge transfer occurs best in partnerships between researchers and non-academic organisations in the community. Non-academic CPs are considered part of a CRP and will be assessed as such at both the Outline and Full Proposal stage. A formal letter of commitment on the part of non-academic CPs should be signed (electronically or using a hand-written signature) and appended to the application explaining their interest and role in the CRP and making explicit the way in which they are committed to the CRP activities (financially and/or in kind).

\textsuperscript{1} Please check National/Regional Eligibility Requirements as this varies by Funding Organisation.
12. Do I have to include a Knowledge Exchange component in my project?

Knowledge Exchange is a crucial part of the each proposed project. Knowledge exchange (KE) is a two-way process which brings together academic staff, users of research and wider groups and communities to exchange ideas, evidence and expertise. It is a process of working collaboratively, and is most effective when these relationships are established at the very start of a proposal. In addition to the networking that takes place among academic partners and broader dissemination activities aimed at wider academic audiences, projects are also expected to develop links with stakeholders outside the academy in order to maximise the impact and societal benefit of the research.

For guidelines regarding knowledge exchange please check:

- For examples related to the NORFACE funded projects please consult: [https://dynamicsofinequality.org/about/](https://dynamicsofinequality.org/about/) and [https://www.norface.net/wsf-archive/](https://www.norface.net/wsf-archive/)

13. When applying to the CHANSE call via the EPSS system, should I also submit a national form to my national/regional funding organization?

The Project Leader should submit an application on behalf of all Principal Investigators via the central Electronic Proposal Submission System (EPSS). However, some national/regional Funding Organisations require that their applicants also submit national/regional forms (please check National/Regional Eligibility Requirements of the respective Funding Organisation).

14. What are CHANSE Call Outline and Full Proposals?

The project selection of the Call is divided in two phases: I) The Outline Proposal phase of submission and selection of Outline Proposals, and II) the Full Proposal phase for Full Proposals submission and selection. Outline Proposals provide the general ideas for a Collaborative Research Project (CRP) by specifying the scope of the CRP, the description of the methodology and an indication of the requested budget of the project. Detailed requirements as to the format of Outline Proposals are provided in the Call. Applicants of successful Outline Proposals will be invited to submit Full Proposals. Detailed requirements for Full Proposals and instructions on how to complete the application forms will be made available once Full Proposals are being invited.
15. How do I submit a proposal?

Both Outline and Full Proposals must be submitted online. Applicants should follow the proposal structure in the Outline Proposal form available on the CHANSE website at: www.chanse.org. Please register your application and invite other PIs to complete relevant information as early as possible. Make sure your application is submitted by the deadline of May 7th, 2021, 14.00 CET. For questions regarding technical issues related to the EPSS system, please contact CHANSE technical help: epss.chanse@etag.ee.

16. What is the budget for the Call?

The budget available is set at a minimum of € 36 million, including funding from the European Commission.

17. What is the available funding per Project?

There is no cap on an individual transnational project. However, a maximum budget of EUR 1,500,000 across all participating partners is recommended. Please also consult your National/Regional Eligibility Requirements in order to check if national funding caps are introduced.

18. What currency should I use when describing the budgets?

You should use Euros. Please refer also to National/Regional Eligibility Requirement, if submission of national/regional form including budget in a national currency is required.

19. What are eligible costs?

All costs must be eligible according to the CHANSE Call National/Regional Eligibility Requirements, which may be specified per budget item. Each research team may request funding for personnel costs, consumables, travel costs, equipment, subcontracting and overhead in accordance with these National/Regional Eligibility Requirements. Applicants should consult their respective National/Regional Eligibility Requirements before submitting a proposal. If in doubt, applicants should consult their national/regional Funding Organisation.

20. Do I have to cost all Principal Investigators (PIs) and Coordination Partners (CPs) to attend joint CHANSE Transformations Funded Projects’ Launch, Mid Term and Final Conferences?

It is expected that a budget for 6 people (including Cooperation Partners) per event (joint launch, mid and final CHANSE conferences) will be included in the project budget.

21. How will CHANSE Outline Proposals be assessed?

An independent international Review Panel will assess the CHANSE Outline Proposals. The members of the Review Panel are leading researchers, appointed by CHANSE consortium. The composition of the
Review Panel will be published on the CHANSE website [www.chanse.org](http://www.chanse.org) after the conclusion of the CHANSE Call.

22. **What are the assessment criteria for Outline Proposals?**

In the Outline Proposal phase, the Review Panel will identify proposals with potential for research excellence, by applying the following criteria:

- Relevance to the theme “Transformations: Social and Cultural Dynamics in the Digital Age” (30%);
- Potential for research excellence (40%);
- Potential impact of the proposed research (20%);
- Quality of the implementation and management (10%).

In addition, the RP will look into ethics issues included in submitted proposals (if applicable) and provide relevant recommendations or guidelines for applicants.

Based on the input of the international Review Panel, the CHANSE consortium will choose the projects which will be invited to submit a Full Proposal.

23. **In what language(s) should the proposal be submitted?**

All applications must be in English.

24. **Will we receive confirmation that a proposal has been received?**

Yes, the Project Leader will receive an automatic confirmation of submitting the application from the EPSS system via e-mail.

25. **Can I submit a Full Proposal if I have not submitted an Outline Proposal?**

Full Proposals can only be submitted by project teams who have been invited to do so following assessment of an Outline Proposal.

26. **Can I change my application after I have submitted it?**

You can submit the proposal multiple times before the Outline Proposal deadline on 7th May 2021, 14.00 CET. Only the very last submitted copy will be used by the Call Secretariat. It is not possible to edit / submit the proposal after this deadline. For technical help please contact: epss.chanse@g.etag.ee.
27. **What duration must a CHANSE project have?**

Each project must be between 24 and 36 months in duration. Please check also you National Eligibility Requirements in this regard. Proposals for projects lasting less than 24 months or more than 36 months will be declared ineligible.

28. **When can projects start?**

The earliest starting date for successful projects is September/October 2022. All national research teams within a given project will be expected to start their projects at the same time.

29. **If we have 5 Principal Investigators and one is ineligible and the 4-4 rule is met, is the whole application ineligible?**

The CHANSE Call Secretariat will verify the eligibility of the proposals according to the transnational eligibility criteria, while the participating funding organisations will each verify the suitability for national/regional funding according to their respective eligibility criteria. Both transnational and funding organisations’ eligibility criteria must be met. If one of the research partners in a consortium is ineligible the whole consortium is ineligible. The proposal will be rejected and will not be evaluated.

30. **Can I act as Principal Investigator (PI) or Project Leader (PL) in more than one project submitted under the CHANSE Call?**

No, a PI can participate as a PI or PL in a single CHANSE proposal only. If one researcher acts as PI or PL in more than one proposal, all these proposals are ineligible.

31. **If there are ethical issues present, is approval required before submitting a proposal?**

No, unless stated otherwise in national/regional eligibility requirements. Where specific ethical approvals may be required under national/regional arrangements, these do not need to be obtained before submitting a proposal. However, they must be obtained before work starts on the project. Please keep in mind that ethical issues (if applicable) must be described in your proposal and they will be looked into by the Review Panel assessing the proposal.

32. **Which relevant publications should be cited in the CVs?**

Only provide 1-page CVs of the Project Leader and the Principal Investigators. Excess pages will be disregarded. CVs of other team members and Cooperation Partners are not allowed. Each CV may cite a maximum of five relevant publications and should be no longer than one page in the Outline Proposal stage. Please include only manuscripts which have been accepted for publication or which have already been published. Therefore, publications that are currently being written, under review, etc. should not be included.